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Abstract The amount of soil moisture affects water availability, the occurrence of droughts
and floods, and the frequency and intensity of heat waves in many regions across the globe.
Here, we evaluate historical trends in soil moisture estimated by land-surface models (LSMs)
with observed atmospheric forcing and trends simulated by global climate models participating
in the Coupled Models Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5). We classify northern
hemispheric land into wet and dry regions and analyze soil moisture changes in these regions.
We find a significant decrease in soil moisture from 1951 to 2005 in the northern hemispheric
land areas, in particular in dry regions, both in LSM and CMIP5 model simulations. Soil
moisture trends in wet regions are less consistent among simulations. The increase in the area
affected by drought (defined as the area where soil moisture is below its 10th percentile) from
1951 to 2005 is estimated to be 20 % (LSMs) and 30 % (CMIP5 models). A comparison
between soil moisture simulated by LSMs and CMIP5 model output under different external
forcings suggests that anthropogenic forcing contributed significantly to the observed drying
and could explain the increase in the area affected by drought. As increases in atmospheric
greenhouse gas concentrations will continue in the near future, dry areas are projected to become
drier and larger in extent, which could negatively impact future water supply and food security.
1 Introduction
Changes in soil moisture can have significant impacts on water availability and food security
and are thus important aspects of climate change that society needs to adapt to. Future changes
in the global hydrological cycle can be better estimated if we understand how it has responded
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to historical warming that is extremely likely due to human influence. An intensification of the
water cycle is expected in a warming atmosphere (Held and Soden 2006, Huntington 2006).
The warming atmosphere leads to an increase in global near-surface specific humidity (Allen
and Ingram 2002, Willett et al. 2007, Back et al. 2013) and an enhancement of existing ocean
salinity patterns (Durack et al. 2012). Global total precipitation does not exhibit a clear trend
possibly because of opposing trends in different regions (Allen and Ingram 2002, Balan
Sarojini et al. 2012) and opposing effects from greenhouse gas concentrations and aerosols
(Kaufman et al., 2002). Zonal mean precipitation, however, has been shown to increase in
equatorial and mid- to high-latitude regions and decrease in the subtropics (Zhang et al. 2007,
Zahn and Allan 2012, Laine et al. 2014, Allan et al. 2014, Marvel and Bonfils 2013). This can
be explained by an enhanced moisture flux from regions with climatological moisture diver-
gence (dry, subtropical areas) to regions with moisture convergence and to polar regions (Chou
et al. 2009, Bengtsson et al. 2011) that results in dry regions becoming drier and wet regions
wetter. Human influences have contributed to observed global scale changes in precipitation
patterns (Zhang et al. 2007, Marvel and Bonfils 2013, Bindoff et al. 2013, Polson et al. 2013a).
Over the oceans, dry regions have become drier and wet regions wetter (Durack et al. 2012,
Chou et al. 2009). However, this paradigm cannot be easily generalized for land regions. Greve
et al. 2014 found that drying occurs more often over wet than dry land areas. However, the
analyses were not based on direct measurements of soil wetness, and the results may be
implicated by the definition of dry and wet areas. By analyzing precipitation in wet and dry
land areas over six latitudinal bands, wetting in wet areas and drying in dry areas is the most
robust pattern of precipitation changes in model simulations and observations (Polson et al.
2013b).
The intensification of the hydrological cycle may result in an expansion of global dry areas
(Shin et al. 2012, Feng and Fu 2013, Feng et al. 2014). However, there is a large uncertainty in
estimating global trends in areas affected by drought (Seneviratne et al. 2012) due to various
reasons. Many studies rely on drought indicators because direct, long-term soil moisture
observations are lacking. Different formulations of drought indicators may produce different
long-term trends. For example, the Palmer Drought Severity Index (PDSI) may be computed
using a simple water balance model with observed precipitation and evaporation estimated
based on temperature records. PDSI can also be computed based on a more complete
understanding of physics which considers changes in available energy, humidity and wind
speed. Recent studies have shown large discrepancies in the magnitude of PDSI trends when it
is computed using the two different formulations (Sheffield et al. 2012, Seneviratne 2012), or
when different time periods or input datasets are used (Trenberth et al. 2014).
Global observations of soil moisture allow a more direct assessment of changes in
droughts. Satellite remotely sensed soil moisture data are a promising alternative to in-situ
measurements. They show significant drying trends over the period 1988–2010 in most
areas of the globe (Dorigo et al. 2012). However, as the sensors can only penetrate to a few
centimeters of the top soil layer and the temporal coverage is still quite short, the satellite-
based soil moisture data product is not very suitable for the assessment of long-term
changes in soil moisture and for the attribution to causes. Instead, we here use soil
moisture simulated by land-surface models (LSMs). A diagnostic variable calculated in
LSMs driven by observed atmospheric variables, such as temperature, precipitation and
wind-speed shall be consistent with those driving variables governed by physical relation-
ships represented in LSMs. Therefore, output from LSMs can be used as proxy for in-situ
observations for the investigation of past changes. In a previous study, evaporation
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simulated by two LSMs has been used for detecting and attributing changes in land
evaporation (Douville et al. 2013).
The aim of this study is to analyze past and future changes in soil moisture and in the extent
of areas affected by drought. A detection and attribution analysis further provides insight to the
question whether past changes can be explained by natural variability of the climate system or
natural forcing alone, or whether the human impact on the climate system has substantially
contributed to observed changes.
2 Data and Methods
2.1 Observational estimates
Here, we use soil moisture data from LSMs as pseudo-observations to investigate past changes
in soil moisture. We include output from four widely used and analyzed LSMs including VIC
(Sheffield andWood 2007), Orchidee (ORCH, Krinner et al. 2005), LPJ (Sitch et al. 2003) and
OCN (Zaehle and Friend 2010). All LSMs are driven with data from the University of East
Anglia Climatic Research Unit (CRU TS3.1) and National Center for Environmental Predic-
tion (NCEP) historical forcing (reanalysis). For precipitation, cloudiness, relative humidity and
temperature, NCEP data is only used to generate the diurnal and daily variability. The model
VIC does not account for CO2 effects on evapotranspiration and soil moisture. However, the
effect of CO2 on soil moisture is unlikely to be a significant source of uncertainty in the context
of this study as Leipprand and Gerten (2006) showed, using simulations from LPJ, that a
doubling of CO2 leads to only 1 % increase in soil moisture. Orchidee, LPJ and OCN are
obtained from the TRENDY consortium (Sitch et al. 2013, Murray-Tortarolo et al. 2013).
Simulations from their S3 set-up were considered, which are driven with carbon dioxide from
ice core and NOAA, historical climate forcing from CRU and NCEP, and land use change
from the HYDE database (Hurtt et al. 2011). A global evaluation of LSMs is difficult because
large scale long-term observations of soil moisture do not exist and its spatial variability is
large. Global total runoff in the model Orchidee is 34.9 × 1012 m3 yr.−1 (Krinner et al. 2005)
and 35.4 × 1012 m3 yr.−1 in LPJ (Sitch et al. 2003) which is around the range in the literature
(36.5x1012 m3 yr.−1 (Chahine, 1992) and 45.5 x 1012 m3 yr.−1 (Cogley, 1998)). A possible
global validation dataset for soil moisture are satellite retrievals from 1979 to 2008 (Dorigo
et al. 2012). Soil moisture data from our four LSMs compare relatively well with satellite-
derived soil moisture over dry and combined regions, but not over wet areas (see
Supplementary information S1, and Section 2.4 for definition of dry, wet and combined regions)..
2.2 CMIP5 simulations
Climate model simulations were obtained from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
Phase 5 (CMIP5) multi model ensemble (Taylor et al. 2011 and 2012) for the years 1951–
2005. We use CMIP5 simulations forced with historical natural forcing (solar irradiance and
volcanic activity, NAT) and with the combined effect of natural and anthropogenic forcing
(ALL) to derive the patterns of climate responses to external forcings. The ensemble used to
estimate the signals includes 37 simulations with ALL and 37 with NAT forcing (see
Supplementary information Table S1). In addition, we use 380 55 year chunks of model
output from unforced pre-industrial control simulations for the estimation of natural variability
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(Table S2). Future projections of soil moisture are obtained from the simulations for the
emission scenario RCP4.5 (Table S1).
2.3 Data processing
We re-grid all data to a common 5 × 5 degree grid and mask CMIP5 output to mimic
availability of the LSMs data. We then select the 5 months around the hottest month of the
seasonal cycle, as soil moisture changes are most relevant to agriculture during the warm
season. In order to estimate the hottest month at every pixel, the seasonal cycle of 2 m-air
temperature from the ERA-Interim re-analysis (Dee et al. 2011) is used. We calculate the
averages over the 5 months around the hottest for every year to obtain 55 ‘yearly’ values
(either 1951–2005 in case of CMIP5 ALL and NAT simulations and LSMs, or 55 year-chunks
of control simulations). In order to compare changes in soil moisture among CMIP5 models
and LSMs, we standardize soil moisture data because of differences in soil depths (see
Table S1) and data units used by different models. This is done by first subtracting the long-
term mean from the annual soil moisture values and then dividing by the inter-annual standard
deviation of the respective simulation, similar to the standardization done in Orlowsky and
Seneviratne (2013). The four LSMs are then averaged to obtain a ‘best estimate’ of soil
moisture.
We focus on three northern hemispheric land regions (Fig. 1) which are important for
agricultural production and which are often affected by droughts. The data are averaged
(with latitude weighting) over these regions. Trends are computed from the regional
averages. The detection and attribution analyses are conducted on the three dimensional
space (spatio-temporal analysis). Because wet and dry regions have different land-surface
feedbacks and to address the question whether dry land regions are becoming drier and
wet land regions wetter, we further classify our areas into wet and dry regions (see
Section 2.4).
We also analyze changes in the area affected by drought. This area is defined as a
region with soil moisture below its 10th percentile over a long period of time, which is
1951–2005 in our analyses. The calculation of drought area, is a second method to make
the models comparable despite different soil depths and units. When computing the area
affected by drought, the model data are re-gridded to a common 1 × 1 degree grid and
are then masked with the coverage of the LSMs. As for the procedure to obtain
standardized soil moisture, we then select the 5 months around the hottest and perform
the yearly averages over these summer months to obtain timeseries with 55 values. We
determine the 10th percentile of these soil moisture values at every grid cell and use it as
threshold for drought. We then count the number of grid cells with soil moisture values
below this threshold in a) each of the three northern hemispheric areas, and b) the three
areas combined.
The annual series of percentage of grid cells below this threshold is considered to be
the percent-area affected by drought. The detection and attribution analyses for area
affected by drought are also conducted in a three-dimensional space (a). The timeseries
from (b) are used for the trend calculation. To make future projections consistent with
simulations of the past, we use the past thresholds for calculating the percent area
affected by drought in the RCP4.5 projections. The thresholds for RCP4.5 projections
from 2010 to 2049 are thus computed from the respective historical ALL simulations
for 1951–2005.
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2.4 Classification of wet and dry
In the three northern hemispheric regions combined (Fig. 1), we classify 65.4 % as dry and
34.6 % as wet. This ratio of dry to wet is obtained from a map of Feng and Fu (2013). We
calculate the soil moisture threshold in the long-term mean (climatology) of each model run
that results in 65.4 % dry and 34.6 % wet. Grid boxes with soil moisture values above (below)
this threshold are considered to be wet (dry). We chose to distinguish only two levels of
dryness (wet and dry) in order to make the land areas as large as possible to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio for our detection and attribution analyses. We chose fixed dry and wet areas over
the entire time period. This ensures homogeneity of the time-series. Furthermore, Polson et al.
(2013b) showed that the location and size of dry and wet regions (derived from precipitation)
does not change much over the years. Figure 1 also shows that there is a large consistency
between the simulations regarding the definition of dry and wet.
2.5 Trend estimates
We perform the trend analyses for 1951–2005 and, for RCPs, 2010–2049 on the standardized
soil moisture anomalies or the fraction of drought affected area averaged over the 5 warmest
months. The trends are calculated for the regional averages of 3 northern hemispheric land
Fig. 1 Fraction of model simulations under ALL and NAT forcing and LSMs (a, b, c) which is defined as dry
and wet, and dry-wet definition in satellite observations (d, see Supplementary information S1). Boxes indicate
the three areas considered
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areas using the Sen’s slope estimator (Sen 1968). The statistical significance of trends is tested
using the Mann-Kendall test (Kendall 1975).
2.6 Detection and attribution
We compare simulations from CMIP5 with those from the LSMs, i.e. the pseudo-obser-
vations, in a detection and attribution framework. The analysis is conducted on the 5-years
mean series of the three spatial dimensions corresponding to the three continental regions.
We use the optimal fingerprint method (Allen and Stott 2003) with a regularized covari-
ance matrix which provides more robust estimates (Ribes et al. 2013). The pseudo-
observations (average of four LSMs) are regressed onto the signals estimated from CMIP5
simulations. We conduct a single-signal analysis where there is one predictor only, being
the model simulated response to the combined effect of anthropogenic and natural forcings
(ALL) or to the natural forcing (NAT). We also conduct a two-signal analysis using model
simulated responses to anthropogenic forcing (represented by the difference between ALL
and NAT) and NAT as predictors. The covariance matrix is estimated using control
simulations. A total of 380 55 year samples from control simulations are constructed from
the available CMIP5 multi-model ensemble to estimate the internal variability. We split the
380 samples into two halves with a) one half for optimization and b) the second half for
testing. The regression is repeated with 2000 bootstraps of this splitting into a) and b) in
order to assess the robustness of the detection results to the estimates of internal
variability..
We test the consistency between model simulated variability and the regression residual
using the residual consistency test (Allen and Tett 1999). Residual consistency tests are
reported at the 90 %-confidence level, obtained from 1000 simulations of the test statistics
(Ribes et al. 2013).
The confidence intervals are also calculated from 1000 simulations. The scaling factor and
its 5–95 % uncertainty range obtained from one splitting into a) and b) are reported. Detection
is claimed if the 90 % confidence interval of a scaling factor is above zero and when the
residual consistency test does not reject the null-hypothesis. We also report the number of
times detection occurred in the 2000 repetitions with covariance estimated from alternative
control samples..
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Changes in soil moisture and area of drought
Figure 2 displays warm season standardized soil moisture from 1951 to 2005 averaged over
the northern hemispheric areas. Data from individual CMIP5 simulations and from
observations-based LSMs are shown. CMIP5 simulations forced with the combined effect of
anthropogenic plus natural forcing (left, ALL) show a drying tendency in a large number of
runs while simulations forced with natural forcing alone (middle, NAT) do not show a drying
tendency. Note that this generalization is true for dry, wet and combined regions, but is more
prevalent in dry and combined regions. Three of the four LSMs (right) show drying in dry
areas. In wet and combined regions, soil moisture output from LSMs does not show a strong
pattern of change.
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Figure 3 shows trends (1951–2005) in regional averages of standardized soil moisture and
in the fraction of area affected by drought in the ensemble mean of the ALL and NAT
simulations and in the average of the four LSM outputs. In dry and combined regions, CMIP5
simulations under ALL forcing show a significant drying trend, similar to that in the
observations-driven LSMs, while NAT forcing results in wetting trends. Agreement in trends
among individual simulations is high in dry (and combined) areas: 43 % (35 %) of ALL
simulations display a significant drying trend, and only 24 % (14 %) a wetting trend (see Tab.
S3 and Fig. S2). In wet areas, observational data show a wetting trend, while CMIP5
simulations under ALL forcing show a drying trend. However, compared to dry and combined
regions, agreement in soil moisture trends among individual CMIP5 simulations under ALL
forcing is relatively poor in wet areas: Only 24 % of the simulations show a significant drying
trend and 5 % a wetting trend. The discrepancy in wet regions could also be related to the fact
that LSM-based soil moisture does not agree well with satellite observations in wet regions
(see Figure S1). We further investigate the sensitivity of the trends to the relative size of dry
and wet areas. We find significant drying trends in dry and combined regions but not
significant wetting trends in wet regions in the four LSMs with a classification into dry and
wet areas with equal sizes of the two regions (Table S4).
A total of 43 % of the individual CMIP5 simulations under ALL forcing shows a significant
expansion of and only 5 % a significant decrease in the areas under drought. This is matched
by a positive trend in the observations-based LSMs. During 1951–2005, the fraction of area
affected by drought has increased by 30 and 20 % in CMIP5 ALL simulations and in the
LSMs, respectively. This increase is consistent with the findings regarding long-term changes
in drought affected areas that were computed from precipitation and temperature data (Shin
et al. 2012, Feng et al. 2014). The NAT simulations show a very small negative trend in the
area affected by drought, but this trend is not statistically significant.
Fig. 2 Time evolution of non-overlapping 5-yr. averages of standardized soil moisture anomalies from 1951 to
2005 in 37 CMIP5 simulations and in 4 LSM simulations. ALL, NAT, and LSMs are shown in the left, middle,
and right panels, respectively. Results are shown for wet region (top), dry region (middle) and wet and dry
combined (bottom). Blue (red) indicates above (below) average standardized soil moisture values. The number of
colors is reduced for CMIP for better visibility.’AVG’ (last row in each graph) indicates the average of the CMIP5
simulations and LSMs, respectively
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These qualitative comparisons indicate that in dry and combined regions, observed soil
moisture trends are not consistent with model simulated soil moisture change under NAT
forcing alone. However, they are consistent with simulations under the combined effect of
anthropogenic and natural forcing.
3.2 Detection and attribution of soil moisture changes
Figure S3 and Fig. 4 display detection results for the single- and two-signal analyses,
respectively (see Methods Section 2.6). In the single-signal analysis, model simulated response
to ALL forcing is detected at the 10 %-level in dry and combined regions in the observations-
based soil moisture changes (three regional averages combined). Further, the scaling factors
are not significantly different from unity. This indicates that observations-based soil moisture
changes are consistent with model simulated response to ALL forcing for the region as a whole
and for the dry region. The NAT signal cannot be detected in the LSMs data, suggesting that
the observations-based changes cannot be explained by natural forcing alone.
The two-signal analysis (anthropogenic (ANT) and NAT forcing) shows that the anthro-
pogenic influence is detected at the 10 %-level in dry and combined regions (Fig. 4). The
scaling factors for NAT are not significantly different from zero. These results suggest that the
changes in soil moisture are mainly responding to ANT forcing rather than NAT forcing.
Model simulated responses to ALL, ANT, and NAT are not detected in wet regions in the
single-signal nor the two-signal analysis, consistent with the disagreement of model simulated
and observations-based trends in wet regions shown in Fig. 3.
The ANT scaling factor for the fraction of drought affected areas in the two-signal analysis
is above zero and not inconsistent with unity (Fig. 4). This suggests that external forcings may
also have contributed to the observed increase in the fraction of area affected by drought,
although there are larger uncertainties in these results (see below).
The uncertainty in the estimate of internal variability has a strong influence on the detection
analysis (Ribes et al. 2013, Zhang et al. 2007). Therefore, we investigate the sensitivity of our
Fig. 3 Trends in standardized soil moisture (SM) anomalies in wet, dry and combined regions and in fraction of
drought affected area as simulated by CMIP5 models under ALL and NAT forcings and LSMs (1951–2005). The
left axis indicates trends in soil moisture (no units) and the right axis the area affected by drought (in %). The
trends are computed on the ensemble averages of the simulations. The numbers under CMIP ALL and CMIP
NAT indicate the percentage of simulations whose trends are significant at the 5 % level and of the same sign as
the trend in the ensemble mean (see Table S3). The significance of trends in the LSM-average is indicated with
stars above the green bar (* for 10 %- and ** for 5 %-level)
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detection and attribution results to the estimate of internal variability (see Section 2.6). Table 1
displays the percentage of times a signal was detected in the average soil moisture from the
four LSMs in 2000 repetitions with internal variability estimates from different noise data
samples. The detection of soil moisture response to ALL and ANT forcing in dry and
combined regions is robust to the uncertainty in internal variability estimates. On the other
Fig. 4 Scaling factors for natural (NAT) and anthropogenic (ANT) forcings from two-signal detection analysis
for standardized soil moisture anomalies in wet, dry and combined regions as well as for area affected by drought.
The best estimates (dots) and the 5–95 %-confidence intervals (whiskers) are shown. Confidence intervals
excluding zero and including one indicate that the respective forcing is detected in the observations-based data,
i.e. in the average of four LSMs
Table 1 Summary of detection results when 2000 different combinations of control run data are used for the
estimate of internal variability (2000 bootstraps). The numbers indicate the number of times detection is claimed
(i.e. scaling factor and confidence interval larger than zero and residual consistency test passed)
SM in regions: Area of drought
wet dry combined
1-signal ALL 0 1932 1801 576
NAT 0 0 0 46
2-signal ANT 0 1977 1976 1166
NAT 0 371 230 888
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hand, the detection of external influence to the fraction of areas affected by drought is
not as robust; the response was detected 29 % of the times in the 1-signal analysis for
ALL, and 56 % and 44 % of the times in the 2-signal analysis for ANT and NAT,
respectively. The higher detection rate in 2-signal ANT and NAT than in 1-signal ALL
might be explained by the fact that the 2-signal regression allows the individual scaling
factors of ANT and NAT to be different from each other. This can provide a better fit
than the regression with only one signal.
We employed two different ways of standardizing values, i.e. calculating standardized soil
moisture and the area affected by drought. Therefore, detection of soil moisture changes in dry
and combined areas and of changes in the area affected by drought shows that the detection of
an anthropogenic influence on a general drying of the land surface is relatively insensitive to
the way the data have been standardized.
We further summarize the results when soil moisture data from individual LSMs are
used in Table S5. All LSMs are driven with the same input forcing data. The differences in
the detection results thus reflect the influence of the uncertainty in the parameterization of
the land surface processes. A detection of changes in soil moisture is not consistent
between the different LSMs. This is not unexpected given that while the ensemble-
average of the LSMs agrees well with the satellite retrievals in dry and combined areas
(Figure S1), some of the LSMs do not exhibit the same temporal evolution as the
ensemble-average (see Fig. 2).
Table 1 only reports cases where the residual consistency test is passed. The residual
consistency test does not reject the null-hypothesis in nearly all cases where detection
occurred, indicating that soil moisture variability simulated by CMIP5 models is not incon-
sistent with internal variability in the LSMs data at time scales relevant to the detection
analysis.
3.3 Implications for future changes in droughts
Previous studies have shown a decrease in soil moisture globally as projected by CMIP5
models under the RCP4.5 emission scenario (Orlowsky and Seneviratne 2013, Dai 2013,
Cook et al. 2015) and an expansion of global arid and semiarid areas (Feng et al. 2014). Over
Fig. 5 Trends in ensemble average of standardized soil moisture (wet, dry and combined regions) and area
affected by drought from 2010 to 2049 in RCP4.5 simulations based on Sen’s slope estimator
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the northern hemispheric regions used in our detection and attribution analysis, soil moisture is
projected to decrease over 2010–2049 in the RCP4.5 simulations in all regions (see Fig. 5).
The fraction of drought affected area is projected to increase by nearly 80 % from the historical
period to 2049. Our analyses show consistency of changes in soil moisture and fractions of
drought affected areas among observations-based LSMs simulations and CMIP5 simulations.
This gives confidence in model projected future changes.
4 Conclusions
Our analysis of warm season soil moisture simulated by land-surface models (LSMs) and
CMIP5 models shows that northern hemispheric land areas have experienced drying in the last
55 years (1951–2005). The drying trend appears to be most robust (agreement of CMIP5
models) in dry region. During the same period of time, the fraction of drought affected area has
increased by 20 % and 30 % in LSMs and CMIP5 model outputs, respectively. In wet areas,
LSMs show different trends than satellite observations and climate model simulations, and
agreement among simulations by different climate models is also poor.
Trends in soil moisture simulated by CMIP5 models under the combined effect of anthro-
pogenic and natural forcing and under natural forcing alone are of different signs, with small
increasing trends corresponding to natural forcing only simulations. The fact that inclusion of
anthropogenic forcing in the simulation changes the soil moisture trend from positive to
negative suggests that human activities may have contributed to the observed decrease in soil
moisture. We test this hypothesis in a formal detection and attribution analysis. We find that the
changes in soil moisture simulated by observations-based LSMs in dry and combined regions
are consistent with the climate model simulated responses to anthropogenic forcing, or to the
combined effect of anthropogenic and natural forcing, but are not consistent with the model
simulated response to natural forcing alone. Additionally, there is evidence that anthropogenic
forcing may also have contributed to the increase in the fraction of areas affected by drought,
though these results are less robust.
The decrease in northern hemispheric soil moisture reported here is consistent with a global
drying trend in PDSI (Dai 2013, Burke et al. 2006) even though the magnitude of these trends
can be substantially different when different formulations are used to compute the PDSI
(Sheffield et al. 2012). PDSI trends are strongly influenced by the precipitation dataset used
(Trenberth et al. 2014), which is likely true for soil moisture computed by LSMs as well. Since
the CRU TS3.1 dataset, which is used as a forcing dataset for the LSMs, shows a relative wet
bias compared to other precipitation datasets since around 1996 (Trenberth et al. 2014), the
drying trends found here in dry and combined areas may have also been underestimated.
Furthermore, drying trends during the hottest months of the years are consistent with a
decrease in precipitation in the dry season found in Chou et al. (2013).
In summary, our results show that dry areas have become drier and areas affected by drought
larger over the last 55 years, and that these changes are not consistent with internal variability of
the climate system. They are consistent with expected changes due to human induced increases
in greenhouse gas concentrations and aerosols. Climate models project further decreases in soil
moisture in northern hemispheric land areas due to warming already committed and additional
increases in atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations. This increasing dryness of the land
surface would affect areas which are currently important for crop production such as large parts
of the US and Europe, as well as already dry areas in Northern Africa.
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